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Bokareva G., Bokarev M.
Culture of creativity as a phenomenon of integrated university complexes

The contemporary reality is that the personality, as a subject of pedagogy (of education in general), is measured as a holistic essence. The personality becomes; poly orientation and requires the diversification of understanding of its essence (the reasons for the appearance of new notions, the sources of its development, new ways of forming and modeling)
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Kostrikova H., Shcherbina A., Yafasov R.
Possibilities of use of technology of "augmented reality" in maritime education in the framework of a national technological initiative

One of the perspective directions of increase of efficiency of maritime education and sea economic activity – use of technology of "augmented reality" in educational process is considered. It is shown that use of technology (systems) of "augmented reality" is capable to become important part of educational process, an element of daily information and intellectual support of sea activity in the framework of the National technological initiative. Hardware and software complexes "Augmented reality" are a fast-growing market product with prospect of development in own significant segment of the market of intellectual production with a high value added.

Taking into account a geographical location of the Kaliningrad region and complexity of transport and logistic services production of hardware and software complexes "Augmented reality" can become one of strategically important directions of development Hi-Tech branches of economy of the region.

Keywords: maritime education; sea economic activity; augmented reality; National technological initiative; MariNet; markets of the future

Altunina V., Skladneva A.
The specificity of strategic management in education

This article is devoted to the topic of strategic management of socio-economic objects: the main approaches to the definition of the term "strategy", as well as the essence of strategic management. The main attention in the article is paid to the content of strategic management of educational institutions. There was constructed logical scheme of the steps of constructing a strategy of management of educational institution

Keywords: strategy; strategic management; education system; educational organization; strategic plan; program development

Serykh A., Pushkina A.
Problems in the modern system of monitoring and evaluation of the results of student learning

The problems in the current system of control and evaluation of learning outcomes at school. Disclosed the essence of control. It presents different points of view of several prominent scientists and educators regarding the essence of the problem. We describe and analyze a number of key, not all problems that arise when considering the results of control of student learning

Keywords: control; monitoring; learning process control problems
Tamarskaya N., Belova O.
The potential of gaming activities for the development of professional self-determination of highly qualified personnel
The analysis of professional self-study graduate students in the educational process in the conditions of game activity.
Keywords: professional self-determination of highly qualified personnel; organizational activity plays; foresight education

Samsonova N., Kurjanovich N.
Competency in supplementary teaching in an art school for children
In the modern education system, a teacher has a right to provide paid supplemental educational services. However, this requires integrated knowledge of the design and realization of the entire range of services specified in the regulations by the Ministry of Education. Subject matter competences in the fields of pedagogy of supplementary education, music education, service-ology, advertising, law and entrepreneurship integrate into the professional competency in paid supplementary teaching in an art school for children.
Keywords: supplementary music education paid educational services; competency in paid supplementary activity; a teacher in an art school for children

Tamarskaya N., Mavrenkova E.
Opportunities Career Guidance in the formation of common cultural competence future teachers
The possibilities of career guidance in the teaching profession for the formation of common cultural competence of students-future teachers and presented the activities of pedagogical high school on the organization of career guidance
Keywords: career guidance work; formation of common cultural competence; competence-based approach; teaching profession

Altunina V., Skladneva A.
To the issue of necessity of innovation in the education system of Russia
The article deals with socio-economic and statistical background due to innovations in modern system of Russian education. Statistical analysis allows to conclude that at the present stage there is a change of trend, caused not only by external factors but also domestic developments
Keywords: the education system; innovation; innovation process; trend; dynamics of development

Ievleva M.
On the question of the need to implement the right of minors to employment as one of the factors of personality formation
The problem of employment of minors is not only an economic, legal, and important pedagogical and psychological problem. The personality of the teenager and young men is closely linked to awareness of oneself in the society, willingness and ability to be popular and useful for society. Employment opportunities for minors means not only getting income, but also contributes to the formation of professional self-definition and perspective on life.
Keywords: child labour; labour contract; statistical data; quoting jobs; occupational definition; life perspective

Toropov P.
Features of the dynamics of competence in social assistance formation
The results of the formation of prosocial cooperation competence promotion of University students and its evaluation using the technique «KSS-100". During the five year study are highlighted: positive and credible Dynamics competence in prosocial cooperation and six models of the dynamics of the formation of the investigated competence. Optimal and problem
model. Describes the features of the group with appropriate dynamics. Recommendations on handling and performance assessment of embedded items forming technology competence are presents

**Keywords:** competence; prosocial cooperation; the dynamics of formation; high school students

Chuksina I., Chgao Z.

**Professionally-oriented foreign students’ language specialty "in the classroom on Russian as a foreign language**
The article discusses the features of professionally focused training to foreign students of engineering specialties for the purpose of formation of professional communicative competence in the language of the specialty of the Russian language in the classroom

**Keywords:** professionally oriented education; language, specialty; scientific style of speech; Russian as a foreign language; not philological profile training

Ermakovich S.

**The pragmatic approach to linguistic research**
The article presents a review of scientific works devoted to the appearance and development of pragmatics as a separate field of linguistic research. Special attention is paid to the basic principles of communication, their composing maxims, types and features of implicatures

**Keywords:** pragmatics; communication; interpretation; conversational theory; maxim; implicature

Zabegalina S.

**Scientific foresight, prognosis and prediction: the view of psychology**
This article attempts to summarize, organize, and in theory comprehend different approaches, theories and views that are associated with the concepts of foresight, forecasting and prediction, as related to the future and causing particular concern at all times

**Keywords:** past; present; future; prediction; forecasting; prediction; forecasting; hypothesis; anticipation

Mineeva O., Zhulina E.

**Technology of work with authentic texts with a socio-cultural component at German lessons in a non-language higher educational establishment**
The technology of work with authentic texts with the socio-cultural component is presented. The technology is used for the development of the intercultural communicative competence of students of non-linguistic specialties at Minim State Pedagogical University of Nizhny Novgorod

**Keywords:** professional education; foreign language; intercultural communicative competence; pedagogical technology; authentic text

Polupan K.

**Developing Professional Competence of a University Lecturer in the field of Module Construction in Educational Process**
In the article the author examines the main stages of module construction of the discipline as an educational component of the programmer. Challenges and principles of realization of the module construction of the educational process for university teachers are being revealed in the article

**Keywords:** module: educational program; individual learning path; assessment methods
Samsonova E.
Features of practical classes in political science on non-core specialties of Immanuel Kant Baltic Federal University (based on «History and stages of development of political thought" workshop)
The article discusses the features of the organization and conducting practical classes in political science at the non-core specialties based on the practical experience of teaching in Immanuel Kant Baltic Federal University based on one of the key seminars on the course «History and stages of development of political thought»
Keywords: methods of teaching political science; practical exercises; history and stages of development of political thought

Bartoszewski J., Piestrzyński W.
Professor Mordecai Roshwald: the problem of moderate realism and epistemological and metaphysical
In the proposed paper considers the problem of moderate realism, metaphysical and epistemological. This is the approach in the context of human experience. The article consists of two parts. First, we discuss the experience of moderate realism and epistemological. In the second metaphysical. The ending is the conclusion and lets you look at all of the analyzes undertaken
Keywords: realism; epistemology; metaphysics; experience

Dmitrieva J., Julova E.
The problem of formation of competence in the profession teacher of new formation
The implementation of the principles and objectives of the educational preparation of students for their adaptation in modern polyculture educational space is no less radical transformation of the individual teacher, its competences and activities, in particular, the revision of traditional approaches to learning, with a focus on advanced educational technology. Feature of pedagogical activity of modernity is that it is based on innovative learning technologies that require structural author's approach of the teacher education students with the humanistic educational paradigm. In this regard, it is symptomatic that the right-professional competence of the teacher and creative component of his professional activities using distance education technologies come to the fore
Keywords: educational reform; humanistic paradigm; the teacher of the new formation; the rights and freedoms of man and citizen; legal competence; regulatory paperwork; teaching activities; innovative educational technologies; distance learning; creative element; the legal culture of personality

Ermakovitch S.
Pragmatic aspects of modern educational reform
The article deals with the structure of linguistic personality from the cognitive and pragmatic points of view, the characteristics of broad and narrow contexts and their influence on the processes of speech production and interpretation, the most significant for speech activity features of the context
Keywords: pragmatics; category; subject; context; communication; cognitive; speech activity; presupposition

Mongina F., Popov S.
The current state of preparation foreign specialists in Russian language
The state of training of foreign specialists in Russian technical universities has been analyzed. A system of training in the Russian language, a feature of which is a unified linear structure, has been described.
Keywords: linear structure of training in the Russian language; the traditional unified language training
Klementsova N.
From generic competences to general cultural competency: foreign experience
The attempt is undertaken to review the most important papers of European educational society to set up a correspondence between generic competences described therein and general cultural competency of a higher vocational training system graduate
Keywords: educational space modernization; competency-based approach; generic competences; key competences; general cultural competency

Marutina – Katreckaya E.
On the problem of determining the role of word formation in the teaching of Russian as a foreign language
The article discusses the role of word formation as an aspect of the Russian language in teaching Russian as a foreign language. The object of research is the lexical material of the professionally oriented texts which is used in the preparation of foreign officers. The article analyzes some types of word-formation models more "active" in the professionally oriented texts in the course of preliminary training
Keywords: Russian as a foreign language; word formation; professionally oriented texts

Pochinalina L., Rogova T.
Problematic aspects of the management activity of specialists in joint stock companies
The article describes the main objectives of improving corporate governance in Russia; given the legal assessment of the application of the provisions of the law on joint stock companies; examines the experience of judicial and arbitration practice, is considered one of the most pressing and complex issues of management in the company - the issue of differentiation of the competence of the Executive body, Board of Directors and the General meeting of shareholders. Including careful attention is paid to recent legislative changes to the regulation of corporate disputes and litigation
Keywords: Joint-stock company, shareholder, corporate dispute, legal dispute, management of the company, the shareholders’ meeting, the court

Shakhov V.
Orthodox confession as the dominant civilization of the Russian exclave of south-eastern Baltic
Orthodox denomination of the Kaliningrad region is regarded as the dominant cultural space and Russian Baltic element of historical and cultural landscape of the Russian world in the West
Keywords: civilization dominant Russian Orthodox Church; south-eastern Baltic; culture; denomination; Russian World; bicultural

Artishcheva E. Bryzgalova S.
The use of discrete mathematics for analysis of pedagogical terms
This article presents an overview of the elements usage of the sets theory during terminological analysis in the field of pedagogy. It presents the approaches to terminological analysis, provides an illustration of usage of the sets theory on the example of such terms like "monitoring", "diagnosis", "control"
Keywords: pedagogical research; terminological analysis; operations on sets

Krukovich N., Derendyaeva T.
A comparative analysis of the different strategies of fishing in the training of marine specialists
Comparative analysis of the influence of two fishing strategies on the population dynamics of fish populations were carried out in the article.
Keywords: population; mathematical modeling; commercial strategies
Korneva I.  
**Problems marine specialists training to physical methods of investigation**  
The article describes the usefulness of methodical components implemented by physics teacher in the context education. These components should be used in teaching of marine students in the course of research and project-based learning of physical methods of investigation.  
**Keywords:** methodical component; physical methods; marine specialists

Sinicina T.  
**On the applied aspect of a laboratory practical work in mathematics**  
Sanctified applied aspect of a laboratory practical work on disciplines of mathematical cycle. In the center of attention - the formation of readiness of students to conduct research subject of a professional nature  
**Keywords:** laboratory practice; laboratory classes; Applied aspect; laboratory experiment

Zajcev A., Zajceva V.  
**The theoretical justification for the conditions of anti-drug educational activities among young students**  
A structural-functional model of anesthesia society, which takes into account current trends in the spread of drugs among young people is suggested. It substantiates the conditions for its implementation  
**Keywords:** anti-drug education; drug addiction model; students

Vavilova L.  
**Formation of risk-based philosophy in training of health and safety in a technical college**  
The aspects to ensure the preparation of bachelors in a technical college for health and safety, allowing performing complex work to achieve real bottom line - the formation of risk-oriented outlook  
**Keywords:** risk-oriented worldview; the case method, the effectiveness of the learning process; intensification of training

Maujlenko E.  
**The technology of drawing up individual programs of formation of students' healthy lifestyle**  
The technology of formation of students' healthy lifestyle based on drawing up an individual program of physical activity and a balanced diet  
**Keywords:** lifestyle; physical activity; students

Kapalygina I.  
**Approaches to solving problems of health protection in education**  
At the present stage of development of society the attention of mankind is focused on the issues of material enrichment, comfortable life, the leisure industry. However, the constant growth of human needs leads to an increase in the number of problems of a global nature. Particularly acute are the problems associated with relations between the individual and society, the problem of the elimination of dangerous diseases, which every year becomes more, the problems of protection of spiritual environment. Physical and spiritual health are relevant to States with different levels of development. To address the issue of health protection in the Republic of Belarus on several levels dedicated to this article  
**Keywords:** levels of health care; law; concept; document; Declaration; programme; propaganda; actions; methodological support

Nesyna S., Starovoit N.  
**Professional and psychological readiness of kindergarten teachers for inclusive education**  
The aim of the research is to study psychological and professional readiness of kindergarten teachers for inclusive education. 210 kindergarten teachers from Kaliningrad and region were included in the sample. A questionnaire was applied as a data-gathering tool. According to the
results, kindergarten teachers accept the idea of inclusive education positively and expect that all children (with special needs or not) would receive big benefit. At the same time, realization of the idea of inclusive education causes anxiety and fears, associated with lack of readiness of children and adult, necessity of special conditions for successful inclusion. Most kindergarten teachers don’t have professional and educational experience for interaction with children who have special needs. Moreover it has been revealed deficiency of psychological and professional readiness for inclusive education in the groups of kindergarten teachers, especially cognitive and behavioral components. Successful realization of inclusion requires additional professional training and development of system of pedagogical and psychological support for kindergarten teachers.

**Keywords:** inclusive education; psychological readiness for inclusive education; professional readiness for inclusive education

**Mashkov K.**

**Some aspects of professional training of future specialists in coaching**

The article discusses the features of professional work of the coach, presented in scientific and pedagogical research, focuses on the importance of coaching and the need of formation of readiness for it in higher education.

**Keywords:** training, readiness activities; future specialist in the field of physical culture and sports; coaching activities

**Vrachinskaya T., Galyamina A.**

**A model of self-organization competence forming for cadets during studying foreign languages**

The article is about relevant course of cadets’ training which covers dissystemic planning of classes; it reveals the essence of self-organization competence of cadets; the model of self-organization competence forming for cadets is shown by its components.

**Keywords:** military institute; self-organization competence; dissystemic planning; English language teaching

**Molev V.**

**The historical experience of supporting the high moral and psychological condition experience of personnel of the ship under preparation and carry out tasks of the combat service**

The peculiarities of the training of USSR Navy personnel during combat service in 70-80-s of the 20 century are given in this article.

**Keywords:** combat service; political training; psychological training; moral and psychological condition; military political situation; professional qualities

**Chernyshev D.**

**The historiography of psychological compatibility of the members of the marine crew**

The article is devoted to the historical development of the definition “psychological compatibility of the members of the marine crew”. Particular significance of such interrelations in groups of that kind calls for the fact that marine crew is a closed small group, and its members communicate only with each other during a long period of time, and personal interrelations influence upon the professional efficiency of the activity of the crew.

**Keywords:** psychological compatibility; cooperative activity; moral and psychological climate; reciprocal correspondence of qualities; properties; abilities for cooperative labour; practical orientation; small group
Mareeva J.
Adverbial tokens in Lingvodidaktichesky aspect (Based on Russian, Modern Greek and Macedonian languages)
The article deals with the problem of creating the dictionary based on functional-communicative grammar and linguo-didactic model of the language as a language-learning tool.
**Keywords**: adverb; functional dictionary of Russian adverbs; comparison; linguo-didactic model; functional-communicative grammar

Petrina Z.
Actual problems of professional training in the field of physical culture and sport
The article analyzes the current problems of professional training in the field of physical culture and sport to the implementation of the research activities: the essential characteristics of the research activities, particularly its formation in higher education
**Keywords**: research activity, research skills, readiness for activity, a specialist in the field of physical culture and sports

Reznikova T.
The competence of intercultural dialogue of students as educational secondary school results
Are considered as they relate to the reality of GEF requirements, pedagogical conditions of formation of the competence of intercultural dialogue, certain aspects of the modernization of education
**Keywords**: personal; metasubject and substantive results; intercultural competence; intercultural dialogue; academic mobility

Tkach K.
Development of critical thinking of students as one of the tasks modern high school
Discusses of development of critical thinking of students in educational process of the University. Describes the advantages of applying the technology of critical thinking development, the role of the teacher in organizing the learning process using this technology.
**Keywords**: critical thinking; high school; teacher; learning technologies